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What you put off today you'll generally
put off tomorrow.—The Gilcrafter.
An Accounting
Of Stewardship
Newspapers, which regularly tell their
readers about everything and everybody
else in the field they serve, are urged this
week by their State and National organizations to tell about .themselves. For newspapers notoriously are backward about advertising themselves and the service they
render.
During National Newspaper Week, which
begins today and extends through October
8, newsfolk are being honored by the federal government and publishers of the nation's daily and weekly press have been
signally honored by being commisioned to
lead the scrap campaign, so vital to victory
in the war.
Most readers of The Leader are aware. of
the extent of the job it tries to do. They
know this newspaper begins printing news
about the people of the community when
they are born, regularly records their accomplishments as they move along Life's
highway, and pays final tribute when death
comes. It concerns itself with publishing
the news of churches, schools, civic organizations, farm activities and all the day-today life of the community . . . compiling a
permanent record of history as it is made
hereabouts.
But beyond all this, The Leader strives
to serve its field in modern manner with
the best obtainable news and picture features from the Associated Press and its
auxiliary service Wide World features.
Through these agencies, this newspaper provides its readers with superlative coverage
not obtainable anywhere else.
In addition to hiring the best employes it
is possible to obtain, to write the news, edit
the copy, obtain local pictures and otherwise to give its readers the maximum local
and county coverage of all the news, The
Leader recently has installed a 10-ton
Miehle precision press, which will, when
placed in operation in the near future, enable us to send you a newspaper that is
, clearer in printing, more realistically reproduces news, feature and advertising illustrations, delivers the very best printed
newspapers possible in any shop.
New type, for headlines and for display
advertising, has been added to The Leader's
equipment within the last two years which,
we believe, gives this newspaper the best
typographical appearance of any community
publication in Kentucky. This type was selected with a view of making the Leader attractive and easy to read.
The Leader's editorial page, with local,
state and national problems discussed regularly, has won first prize in the Kentucky
Press Association contests both years since
the paper has been in the present publisher's hands. Other prizes have come to The
Leader for excellence in news coverage, for
pictures, for layout and makeup superiority
and for display advertising composition.
A community is measured elsewhere, very
often, by the kind of newspaper it supports;
and we hope we may be pardoned for believing that Princeton and Caldwell county
do not suffer when they are judged by The
Leader. Certainly the Leader cannot but
be proud of the splendid patronage it has
received these last two years from the business folk of Princeton and from a steadily
growing cliente of subscribers. We are
grateful; and proud to be rendering newspaper service in a fine community such as
this.
The Junkman Becomes
A Leading Citizen
If you have been concerned about the big
auto graveyard near Dawson Springs and
other junk yards apparently running over
with vital metal, don't let it prevent you
from doing everything possible to boost collection of scrap iron and steel here.
The junk man is in this war, and in the
renewed drive to get in all possible scrap to
the steel mills, just like everybody else, only
he has a lot more of the work to do. And
he cannot get rich at it either, as some
think.
There are 50 to 70 different classifications of junk, all necessary to the Nation's
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war effort. So, when the junkman gets an
old jalopy, a discarded stove, an iron fence
or whatever you and your neighbor have donated or sold to the collectors, he must sort
and classify the lot . . . which means that
s his stockpile gets a complete turn-over
about every 60 days.
And, the junkman can make only the
profit for handling your scrap and mine allowed by Uncle Sam. He pays for every
pound of junk he gets and, after sorting,
compressing and loading, is paid by the federal government on an established scale
permits him to make only a fixed
profit.

Donate your scrap to the Boy Scouts, the
American Legion, the school of your choice,
the church or to any organization you wish;
or sell it to the junkman direct, or through
C. W. Gowin, county salvage chairman.
You will get just as much for every
pound so sold as anybody else
be -paid,
the urgently needed metal will flow to the
mills as rapidly ase government supervisors
can make it move, and the organization of
you/Choice, which may be working for one
of the cash prizes donated by Kentucky
newspapers, totalling $5,000, will get credit
for your poundage, if you so specify.
So remember, the junkman is doing a
whale of a job to help win the war. He is
not a chisler, cannot make a big profit on
his work. As a matter of fact, salvage workers of Princeton and vicinity would have
much more arduous labor to perform in this
campaign, upon which rests our hope of
victory, if they had to do the heavy part of
the job now being performed by the junkman.
Farmers Ask Only To
Continue Production
Very much to the point, and, it seems to
us, entirely fair and reasonable, is the attitude of the Kentucky Farm Bureau, as
expressed by Ben Kilgore, secretary, toward
the controversy over control of farm prices.
Speaking at Lexington last week, Mr.
Kilgore said: "What the Farm Bureau is
urging is that the ceiling be made flexible
enough to guarantee continued production.
We are not trying to force higher prices,
though that has been the aim in the past
regarding parity prices. The purpose is to
have prices that will mean continuation of
production. What we need now is increased
production of all farm crops."
"The Burley district understands this
well, as it has cost much more to produce
this year's crop. The same thing applies to
food and livestock. Farm labor shortages
are creating a most serious problem, for
many men have gone to war and many
others have taken industrial jobs connected
with the war effort."
With the greatest demand for food to be
made upon our farmers during 1943 in world
history and the certainty that 1,000,000
more men, under present draft regulations,
will leave farms for Army duty, it becomes
apparent that farmers must pay more for
help and that even so, there is very grave
danger of insufficient labor on farms to
produce the very considerably more food
our fighting men, our Allies and the conquered countries expect us to furnish.
Farmers do not want the high prices and
boom periods which came after the other
World War, Mr. Kilgore said, but it is highly essential that no ceiling be set which will
result in cutting down production when
production is so necessary.

War, 24 Years Ago
Clardy Wyatt, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. K.
Wyatt of near McGowan, has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S.
Army Infantry. He served with General
Pershing's expedition in Mexico.
A hero from Huntsville, Ala., Hugh E.
Johnson, who lost an arm in a French battle early in the war will speak here tomorrow at a Liberty Loan Rally.
A front page cartoon of the Twice-AWeek Leader today told the people what to
do about overconfidnce. It said "We have
the Hun on the run but don't say, 'Why
work so hard ?'—Keep plugging and the war
will really be over soon."
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
While many tourist attractions have
been hard hit by war, not so Ancient Buried City, unique and amazing discovery of the Mound Builders,
at Wickliffe. Pennyriler, visiting there
Sunday, saw cars from several states
and a goodly party of visitors being
shown the prehistoric wonders. Col.
Fain White King, discoverer of the
widley renowned mounds, told me
number of visitors for August was
only 20 percent less than same month
last year. This show place is this section's only real tourist attraction now,
brings many outside dollars into western Kentucky each year.
Martha Sevison, who is a freshman
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
turned in the alarm promptly .this
.week, after failing to receive The
Leader last weekend. So Pennyriler
took Banker Henry's subscription for
her bright and early Tuesday morning. Thanks Martha . . . The Leader
gang hopes you have a fine year.
Merle Drain has plenty of what it
takes, . . . Proof came again last week
when he started out, belatedly, on
Chinese Relief campaign, with nearly
everybody else all wrought up about
vital scrap drive, to get the weapons
for our fighting men. China is OK in
most everybody's book, so Merle
should get a respectable sum for the
heroic Allies who have had more to
take . . . and have taken it so amazingly well, than any nation suffering
from the slimy Jap.
Shell R. Smitli has new hobby
which is attracting much comment.
He spends his evenings making large
posters designed to help sell war
bonds, displays his work in the lobby
and windows of the Farmers National
Bank. Mr. Shell has promised Pennyriler some posters for The Leader office when he has time to make a new
batch.
Washington has made it plain we
MUST GET IN ALL THE SCRAP
that can possibly be found. Army
trucks, State Highway trucks, WPA
trucks will pick it up, take it to the
Princeton stockpile. Call C. W. Gowin TODAY, and tell him you have
your scrap ready for a truck. It will
be called for promptly.
Ideal place to start scrap donations
might be out-moded cuspidors. Remember when banks, hotels, stores,
many homes boasted and kept in view
large brass spittoons? Well, last week
a Pittsburgh office building tossed 200
brass cuspidors into the war scrap
pile. Tobacco chewers could use wooden boxes with sand in 'em, for victory!

By G.

M. g

That citizens of the Purchase do
not plan to let their boys go into battle without proper fighting equipment for lack of scrap metal was
abundantly proven at Cadiz, Benton
and Murray last week as newspaper
scrap campaign got under way. Pennyriler predicts all these counties will
collect their 100 pounds for every person . . . and more too! As, of a certainty, will Caldwell.
If you have been one among several
Princetonians to lose patience with the
salvage-for-victory campaign because
your scrap was not picked up by collectors promptly . . . Please be a little
more lenient. Difficult to get trucks
donated; impossible, in a few instances, to obtain workers; but it will
be different now.

`11\

Pennyriler had pleasure_ of talking,
incognito, with Carlisle Cutchins,
Murray College's athletic director,
Thursday afternoon, while watching
final Workout of Murray's Thoroughbreds before their season's openr on
the gridiron. Cutchins senior was interested in my report of his son Phil's
fine play as Kentucky tailback, punter
and passer against Georgia's touted
national champions.

111\

In that game the western Kentucky
boy out-shone the famed Sinkwich,
Georgia's All-American -back, and outgained him too. Great pity Dad Cutchins didn't see that performance. It was
one for the book; and this section of
the State wjll have ample reason
for
pride in Phil before this football
season wanes.

vok

Marshall county gave up her county attorney, Ben T. Cooper, this
week
to the Army, and thus was
the second county in the First congress
ional
district to send one of its high
electwe officers to war, Caldwell's
County Attorney George 0. Eldred
having
been in the service since August.
If you're in the vicinity, or
even 15
or 20 miles away, can spare
the time
and manage transportation,
visit the
TVA Gilbertsville cafeteri
a for a
meal. Pennyriler, Dale Linch,
Louisville special scrap metal
speaker, and
Officer Nariz, of the Highway
Patrol,
had this experience Thursday,
while
on a scrap campaign drive.
Clean, light and well ventilat
ed, the
big dining hall is attracti
ve, sanitary
. . . And the food "won't
quit", either
in quality or quantity.
Whole platter
of fried chicken, three or
four well
cookeA vegetables, hot rolls
and good
coffee . . . and chocolate pie.
Cost 60
cents. But we only got a
bird's-eye
view of the dam, because
of war restrictions.

Washington Daybook

Want Commission
By Jack Stinnett
World Wide Features
Washington—The question most
ed members of Congress, mil
ficials, and civilian government
wigs, is "How can I get a Ca
sion in the Army. Navy.
Corps?"
The Army, Navy. Marine
Coast Guard probably have
hundred thousands each
plications. The Army Spi
is near or over the 300.11,
quite all these are for t
ed jobs) on applications. Out
these filed applications are ti!
edly hundreds of thousands rm,..
haven't bothered to file but aru.
to get in" if they can get
with salaries commensurat,
civilian pay.
The answer to the qc
can I get, etc.," most
two parts: Combat comt
combatant or specialist
jobs.
In the case of a combat
sion, even if a man is a spu.
technician, the answer is or
All branches of the ser
• training period for such ,
can be draftees who have
ommended, after induction, •
cer training schools. They
draftees who have been recor
after induction, for off:.
schools. They can he
technicians, with designateci
sions, assigned to such sche
In the first instance, any it
is physically fit, mentally
and can prove that he's net
ing his family, can go thl
weeks of training and pt
an officers' trainin.:
Army. In the secoo
have to wait his ttc
on service needs. Ti
fore he is called: hH
be rigorous. On the i,ft•
may be shoved through quick:.,
There is no trick :lhout
In the Army, Navy, Ma: ••
Guard, combat service (1
liminary weed-out period.
commissioned field is open-to
ficers are just as much as or
demand than privates.
For those who are unfit for co
service, the Army Specialist
headed by Brig. Gen. Dwight
is rapidly opening the door to
missions. At last unofficial
there was at least-ow job
10 or 15 applicants. Natur°!
specialist sections are
others barren, so far as ti
concerned.
There are 1,689 chap:
mesee and trade and
gknizations in the United St,-
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ws Reporters Risk Death To Cover Nation's Wars

'AN WAR. newspaI
ve been on the job, fighting
des, to bring readers latest
the armies in action. During
lution, editors got news from
back
d accounts of soldiers
fronts. Lacking paper, some
to print on blank sides of
When British troops threatenprinted issues to spur resist-

CIVIL WAR: Standard equipment for war
correspondents were horse, revolver, field
glasses, notebook, blanket. Representatives
of The Associated Press were stationed with
every army, at every important political
front. The telegraph was used widely to
speed important news to readers; pony express riders also carried stories from battleground to newspaper office. Sometimes
news was published so fast generals
thotigifit spies, had been at work.
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WORLD WAR II: Despite the greatest obstacles they have
ever faced in a war that counts every sector of the earth
as its battleground, American newsmen are still getting a
full, true story through. Prime Minister Churchill told
Commons recently that newspapers were better informed
on the battle for Egypt than the government itself. As
depicted above, U. S. correspondents roamed the battlefield, risking death, to get the facts. On every front they
tio the same. They travel with battleships, planes, with
armies in the field and on Commando raids. Day and
it thry work to bring first-hand news to your door.

brought back with them 16G
large frogs. They said they
fired only 165 shots. Pretty good,
young men, and Nimrod is laid
a man . . . Jean Ratliff and Bill
I
the shade forever, yet, we'll
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By Jack Stinnett
World Wide Features

SPANISH WAR: Glamorous foreign corre- WORLD WAR I: Despite rigid censorship,
spondents traveled with the fleet, made enterprising newsmen could still make
scoops. Drawing shows one: In March, 1918
news as well as writing about it. Typical ‘
example (pictured above): When U. S. Paris was bombed—by planes, residents
warships shelled Santiago and troops pre- thought, but they could see none. From
pared to enter the city, correspondent Al- high sources AP correspondent Elmer Robfred C. Goudie secretly donned peasant's erts learned that 26 miles away, Germans
clothes, joined Cuban refugees returning to were firing guns with a range previously
Santiago. As troops entered his story was thought impossible. Officials here scoffed
by
on the cables, telling of plans for surrender at the story; but it was true, known
ArliericiJos bOiaLer hç Parisans:
,
-and the. &Gliders' victory. march.

News From The Past I

'Army To Show
Modern Weapons

the down of eider—So soft and
pleasing to the customer. Mr.
Camp is from Henderson where
he stood high in 1ii profe-sion,
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HERE'S MY SECRET

for keeping clothes young!

Storage
R

Comfort

Convenience

PENDABLE
URANCE
dard Old Line Corn. . Safety for Your
and Peace of Mind
rself

E. Young, Agt
Phone 25
Princeton, Ky.

r You To Feel Well
\pi toery day, 7
days every
't le-7.p,ne, the kidneys filter
from the blood.
People were aware of how the
must constantly remove ourexcess seid• and other waste
it rann..1 stay in the blood
'Jury to hualth, there would
Undr rmanding of why till.
nrn in 11,10 when kidneys fail
rly.
'.nr•rtrIty or too frequent urinemen warns that something
1 ti .,'!er
nagging hark,
'
nem, rheumatic
-,•ghts,
n's Pale You will
recommended the
stImulate the tune.. kdneN... and help them to
us wast• from the
,,ty contain nothing
harmful.
• t^d.Y• Use with confidence.

kli'S PILLS

Soy Beans

Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from
olis.
home, in Kentucky's metrop
your idea
... Prices will oonform to
service
of moderate charges for
rendered.
Write
W. L. Stodgill
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

We are storing Soybeans for Federal Government at both bonded warehouses located at
Princeton Mill, Princeton, Ky., Hanson Roller
Mills, Hanson, Ky.
At Princeton Bulk Storage, Bags will be returned on delivery. Hanson bag storage only. We
will give the same courteous service, weights,
grades and handling as in the past.

IT'S JUST a matter of sending
them regularly to Farmer's for
cleaning. Their Sanitone method
eases out soil so thoroughly that
colors and textures stay fresh,
and soft. And Farmer's do such
beautiful pressing! Call them
today.

KERCHEVAL BROS.
PRINCETON MILL
PRINCETON. KY.
PHONE 10

HANSON ROLLER MILLS
HANSON, KY.
PHONE 0

PHONE 197
Please return our coat hangers
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Tire Thieves Will
Feel Law's Wrath

Records Required
Of Taxi Services
Civilian Defense Organization To Get
City's Cooperation

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:45.
Worship, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
',cord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
Young People's Groups, 6:45.
The Evening Worship, 7:30.
Prayer Service Wednesday,
7:30 o'clock.

Clarence Ledford
Funeral services for Clarence
Ledford, Caldwell stave mill
worker who died September 28,
were held Wednesday. Burial
was at Meeks Cemetery.
Mr. Ledford was 32 years old.
He was born in Tennessee but
had been living in
Caldwell
county several years.
He is survived by his widow
and several relatives.

Crittenden County Boy
Draws 30 Days For
Taking Used Casing

Launching a crack-down on
Princeton taxi operators have
tire thieves who impose upon a
received orders to start keeping
daily records of miles traveled
people at war, County Judge
and operating time of each cab,
Herman Lee Stephens sentenced
number of passengers carried,
Roy Davis, 19-year-old Crittenamount of fuel transferred to
den countian, to 30 days in
fuel tanks, distance of trips and
county jail Wednesday after he
speed driven, it was announced
a
was convicted of stealing
at Monday night's meeting of
second-hand casing from the Son
OTTER POND BAPTIST
the City Council.
home, near Fredonia.
F. M. Masters, Pastor
The records are in keeping
Davis was caught by members
Mrs. Lawrence Moore
Larry McPhail (above) was with a war program conserving
Revival services will begin
the Son family when he tried
of
October 11 at Otter Pond Baptist emjhatic about' it in New York fuel and tires ordered by WashFuneral services for Mrs. Lawslip away with the casing in
to
Church and continue two weeks
City, Monday, as he announced ing authorities and aided by rence Moore, 22 year old Calddarkness Thursday night, the
the
with the Rev. W. E. Florer of
well
girl,
who
Princeton officials.
died at her home
judge
reported.
Bowling Green in charge, Otter that he was quitting as president
Business of the Council was of near Fredonia September 25,
said
tire
Judge Stephens
Pond pastor Rev. J. M. Masters of the Brooklyn Dodgers to join routine nature, with Councilmen were held Monday. Burial was in
the army. In the last war, Mcthieves
mercy.
expect
can
no
said Tuesday.
Phail was one of a group in Blackburn, Hammonds, Lacey Morse Cemetery.
Mrs. Moore was the former The practice of stealing from
the
AEF who tried to kidnap and Morgan present and Mayor
motorists who are already closeSECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
Miss Dorothy Turley and
a
the Kaiser. His plans for Hitler Cash presiding.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John ly restricted must be halted, he
The Rev. F. M. Masters will
preparation
Civilian
defense
are unannounced.
AP Telemat
preach Sunday morning at 11
was given consideration and Turley. She had been ill for a said.
o'clock. His subject will be "Ac- Mark Wheeler Gets
rules read in relation to the short time and becoming grave
ceptable Service." A cordial welwater system. One stated, "If was taken to Princeton Hospital
Navy Personnel Post
come is extended to everyone.
water has a chlorine taste, do where vain efforts were made to
Mark Wheeler, popular Ken- not be concerned. It is a sign save her life.
(Continued from P.Ige One)
tucky Utilities employe
who of health."
She is survived by her parents, Jones McConnell, Robert DudCHURCH OF CHRIST
came here last January, left
Due to lack of projects in op- husband and several relatives. ley Cunningham, Porter Eugene
David Harrell, Minister
Princeton Sunday to accept a eration, Mayor Cash said, the
Hutchinson,
Herman
Asbury
Song service 9 a.m.
position with the Navy person- office of- city .tmgineer, which
Prancis. Howell -CunningPreaching 10. a.m. "Where
Mrs.
FlorenceHilliard
nel department in Washington. has not been regularly filled
ham, Melvin Lee Hickerson, WilThou," subject.
Funeral services for
Mrs.
Mrs. Wheeler, who spent last since Pryor McCullom left 18
Preacning 7:30 p.m.,
Florence Hillyard, 47, who died liam Hoy Blackburn, Elvis Ray
Spring in Princeton, is also em- months ago, was discontinued.
Fellowship" subject.
at her home on Green street, Gill, George Alonzo Lowey, Samployed in Washington.
Bible study, Wednesday
Tuesday afternoon, Sept. 29, uel Son, John Laughlin Blacko'clock.
were held Wednesday at 3:00 burn, Jeffie Washington StroWPA Referral Agent
Caldwell Teachers To
o'clock
at the Cumberland Pres- matt, James Herbert Ray, Emil
Resigns For Position
FREDONIA REVIVAL
byterian
Church, Fredonia. The Ladd, Lindsey LeRoy Driver,
Attend FDEA Session
In Welfare Department
Adrain Orvle McCallister, ShelRevival services will begin at
Rev.
J.
S.
Moore officiated.
Teachers from Caldwell grade
lie Edwin White, Jr., and Charles
Mrs. Katie Mae McBride, WPA
Fredonia Baptist church are and high schools
Mrs.
Hillyard
was
a daughter
will attend the
scheduled to begin Monday night 58th annual session of the First referral agent here the last 4 of the late Tom and Sarah Milton Phelps.
The following men included in
Oct. 5, with the Rev. J. W. Out- District Educational Associaion years, resigned Monday to ac- Riley, who made their home
land in charge. The Rev. Mr. at Murray State College Octob- cept a position with the Cald- near Fredonia. Mrs. Hillyard the September contingent will
Langston, of Nashville, will do er 9, it was announced this well County Welfare Department spent her early life in that end furloughts, granted after
as field worker.
section of the county. She had
the preaching.
The Potawatami Indians of
week. Edward Blackburn, CaldShe replaces Charlton Gresh- been ill for some time.
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in making a religious census of lems of Education" will be the greatly needed in the war eftheme. Persons interested are fort.
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requested to meet at the school
"I am not criticizing anything
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As two-timing Romeos...in the
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land of swinging senoritas, Bud
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per to be observed. Communion and Meditation. Come learn
message: "Broken and Emptied." with us the deep and applicable
Executors' Notice
3:00 p.m., :Meeting of the truths of the prophetic teachings
All persons knowing themPioneers.
of Isaiah.
selves to be indebted to the
6:30 p.m., Meeting of the
Thursday, 7:30 p.m., The Choir estate of H. W. Blades, Jr., deTuxis.
rehearses.
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7:45 p.m., The • Evening Hour
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present them to us properly
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H. W. Blades, Sr.,
Executors. ,3t
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Miss Anna Garrett Ratliff left
Sunday for Lexington, where
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Around Home!
Be Ready for Kentucky's Big Scrap
Metal Drive
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A Little Repair and
Dry Cleaning RENEW
This is no time to be extravagant, getting things you don't
really need! Make it your wartime job to take pride in making
as many of last year's clothes
"do" as you can. We employ experts to repair—and remodel—
and our dry cleaning is guaranteed for good results!
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WILLKIE MEETSS STALIN IN MOSCOW—Climax of Wendell Willkie's current trip to Russia was his meetinst (above)
with Premier Joseph Stalin. Russian newspapers displayed big
pictures such as this of the two men together, on thcil• front
pages. This picture was sent by Radio from Mosecw t New
York.

CREW ABANDONS U. S. CARRIER VORKTOWN—Dawn ropes and ladders, crewmen of the crippled IL S. Aircrz! t Car:ier Yoi Mown slide to small
destroyer at right. Later a sal vage crew returned to the bombed ship
and had
which picked them up and transferred them to rescue vessels, including the
with
two hits.
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BOMB FRAGMENTS FOUND IN OREGON — Mrs. Marvin
Reeder, of the U. S. forest service, holds fragments believed
to have come _from an incendiary bomb. The fragments were
found in the Siskiyou National Forest near Brookline, in southwest Oregon, after a mysterious seaplane flew over September
9. Fires broke out but were quickly controlled. The army said
that it was investigating the possiblity that a Japanese plane
dro:.- pk:d at least one incendiary bomb in that area.

TROOPS SCALE MOAT RANGER STYLE—Using ranger
tactics, U. S. troops cross a moat and clamber up a rope
ladder in maneuvers at a U. S. eastern seaborne! trainir g
center.

U. S. SUB SINKS JAP FREIGHTER—Torpedoed in enemy homeland waters, this large .IL•
freighter goes down by the stern. The picture was made through the periscope of the su!,,
(Associated Press Photo from U. S.
whi:h bagged the enemy ship.
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At
SON. OF. SLAIN. COUPLE—
Robert Nash (above) is one of
the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Nash of St. Louis, Mo., couple
found slain in an automobile
near Springfield. Ill. State's atQUESTIONED. IN CHEMIST'S
torney Alfred H. Greening of
DEATH — Mrs. Marie Dorley 'PRIORITIES' SUIT DRESS— Springfield sair he planned to
(above), 25, was held for ques- With the coment that "I find the question Nash for information
SLAIN WOMAN—Mrs. Charles
tioning in Chicago following the new slim silhouette as compli- on the departure of his father
A. Nash (above) of St. Louis, slaying of Gustave Redemske,
mentary to the woman as it is and mother from their home in
Mo., was found slain in the Nash well-to-do bachelor chemist, who to the
young girl," Mrs. Frank- St. Louis before they were slain.
automobile near Springfield, Ill., was stabbed and strangled in lin D. Rosevelt models this soft
bungalow. blue wool suit dress cut to
Her husband's body was in the his far southside
conMrs. Dorley worked as house- serve materials needed in
the
trunk of the car.
keeper for Redemske.
war effort at a New York store:
The suit dress the First Lady selected has a simple gored skirt
FilkilWrAFFIWir
and the lined jacket has frogeffect embroidery at the three
buttonholes. Her hat is of stitchIt may be just
V
ed matching fabric an dher accessories black.

In
UNIO

ucIl W
CHILLY MOSCOW GREETS WILLKIE--Overcoats were in order Sept. 20 when
backgroued.
(left) landed in Moscow from the U. S. Army air transport command plane in
Ow
th( airport to meet him were Protocol Director F. F. Molochkov (light colored coat) of
pit's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, and Konstantin Oumansky (extreme right) formu
rrIfi!,,
let ambassador to the U. S. This picture was seat from Moscow to New York by
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If you're not in daily need
of it, it is JUNK! Round it up
for Kentucky's big Scrap Drive

to the best "scrappers" in Kentucky
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$5,000.00 IN PRIZES
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HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR SLAIN
Ernest Korpal (above), 19, a
high school senior at South
Bend, Ind., was found bludgeoned to death in his home. He was
one of the victims of a triple
slaying. The bodies of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Korpal,
were found by police in another
room of the home.

_
WAVE.
the
UNIFORMS
—
As
of
Smith
members
College
NEW
students
on,
WAVES IN FIRST PARADE IN
looked
the navy's new women's auxiliary, marched at Northampt on, Mass., in their first parade and review with the corps
in uniform. The WAVEs are shown stepping along on the Smith College athletic field, which was turned over to
them as a parade ground.
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Gas Rationing Keeps
price boards, production boards
Auto Accidents Down
and other responsibility-splitters.
Victoria, B. C. (/P)—Auto acFinally, the crcation of the
(Continued from page three)
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and
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Smartelse did," one of Kaiser's deput- nation of the steel division chiefs, ington is that the major sore
appeal period
Trtithful—Constructive—Unbiased—Free from Sensationalies
took
advantage of it, indus- ies. What "everybody" else did
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indicates Donald Nelson really :loots will be cleaned up in six
ism — Editorials Are Timely and Instructive and Its Daily
a draft board
trialists philosophically made the
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One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
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Round Up Your Scrap Metal and
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Here Are tne Prizes!

This nation is facing a serious shortage of
scron metal. A shortage that threatens to slow down
war production of ships and tanks and guns. Blast
furnaces are cooling off for lack of scrap! Scrap is
needed at once, by the ton, to win the war and Kentucky can and WILL supply this urgent need.

$5,000.00
IN CASH

or WAR BONDS (either)

At Auction

.00
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to the county with

hi Pasture Condition

00
$500.
to the county with

\luN HILL STOCK FARM HERD OF

REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORDS
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per capita poundage.

the 3rd
highest per capita poundage.

00
$750.
to the county with the 2nd
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00
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to the Kentucky Women's Or-

ganization with the highest
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00
$250.
00
$250.
to the Kentucky School with
to the Kentucky Trade Union
the largest poundage per capita of enrollment.

Local with the largest poundage per capita of enrothrnent.

1

00
$250.
00
$250.
to the church (In towns under
to the Kentucky Farm Organ-
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Monday, October 5, 1942
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ization (men's or %% omen's)
with largest poundage per
capita of enrollment.

2,500 population) with largest
poundage per capita of membership.

00
$200.
00
$250.
to the Kentucky Railroad
over
Gang with largest
the church On towns
to
2,500 population) with largest
poundage per capita of membership.

00
$150.
to penal, charitable and other

Section
poundage.

00
$1C0.
to the Kentivicy Boys' Organ-

ization with largest poundage.

public institutions, slat e. 900.CD
county or local, with largest
to the Kentucky Coal Miner
poundage per capita.
with largest poundage.

.

0
900.0
to the Kentucky Girls' Organ-

ization with largest poundage.

.00
$100
to the Kentucky

Individual
with largest poundage.

Select Your Prize
Then Work to Win It!
in by the various organizaNOTE—The county poundage turned
the counties may also
tions enumerated above in each of
in the compebe counted In each ^ounty's total poundage
tition for county prism
In helping your count*
SPECIAL NOTE—You should be interested
the money will be
win one of the county prizes because
county as designated
your
wied for civic improvement In
by—
The County Judge
The County Clerk
The County School Superintendent Chairwoman
The County Salvage Chairman and
The County Agent or Agents
The Bead of the County Parent Teacher Association
Newspaper,
and the Editot or Editors of the County
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Lying in the barnyards of Kentucky farms, in tool
sheds, under bridges, buried in gullies, and attics and basements and garages, all over the state, is the very material
that is so urgently NEEDED. It is within YOUR power to
rooting
round it up and turn it in. Spend the next two weeks
scrap
state-wide
for it—dig it out and be ready for the big
means
It
12th.
metal collection drive that starts October
money to YOU! It means VICTORY to your country!

Read the Simple, Fair Contest Rules
1. EIJG/1111,1TY—
Every person residing within a Kentucky
county is eligible to contribute to the
county's total collection.
Persons and their families engaged in
the business of buying and selling scrap
iron or collecting it on a commission are
NOT eligible to compete as individuals
or firms. They may, however, help to increase the county's total by initiating
scrap collection, the contest credit to go
to the original owner who turned it in.
All the organizations. competing as such
for one of the prizes, are eligible to collect scrap metal to be entered in the
name of that ocganization. The same material, however, may NOT be credited to
both the organization and the individual.
Every individual living in the state and
not engaged in the business of collecting
scrap metal, is eligible to compete for the
prize to an individual.
Every state Junior Organization (In
units) such as 4-H Clubs, Bus, Scouts,
F.A.A. Clubs, Girl Scouts or Camp Fire
Girls, is eligible to compete for Boys'
and Girls' prizes.

2. PROCEDURE—
The County Salvage Committee In each
county in the state will be in charge
collection of all scrap metal entered in
the contest.
All scrap metal turned in must be credited to the one turning it in by means °I
an official receipt indicating the pound.*
received at delivery point. Credit in the
contest will be given ONLY on the basis
of these receipts. Be sure to get and vote
your receipt.
Credit in the Scrap Metal Contest will
be granted only on scrap turned in from
Oct. 12 to Oct. 31 inclusive.
3 CONTEST JUDGES
The judges of this contest will consist
of a committee of three, to be named by
Judge E. C. O'Rear, State Salvage
Chairman, and Mrs. T. C. Carroll, State
Salvage Chairwoman.
The decisions of this committee of judges
as to the winners in the contest will be
finaL

KENTUCKY SCRAP METAL DRIVE
Sponsored By Kentucky Newspapers
of This
All the Prize Money and All the Advertising
,cmers
N—vCampaing Are Patriotic Donations of Kentucky's
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Our Side Starts
Winning The War

Rationing Of Rubber Boots And
Shoes Will Start October 12

Antiques And Iron
Fences Join Scrap
For Victory Here

Visit

oan Association To
xplain Its Service
n Series Of Ads

Army To Examine
49 Registrants

Son At

Mr.

The Princeton Federal Savings
nd Loan Association is starting
n this issue of The Leader a
eries of education advertiseacents designed to better
this
uaint the public with
hrift-promoting, home-financing
nstitution. The messages are inended to inform the people of
this community of the proressive and modern character
f the association, and is coneption of service to Princeton,
Caldwell county and vicinity.
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speeds to 35 miles an hour and
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State.
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tomorrow.
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Nationwide gasoline rationing S. and British airmen will work
The following group.. will aphas
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Telephone 46 —:— Henrietta Hotel
DA War Board to serve with C.
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Doyl Winfred Peek, Jessie James
needed.
year-old daughter of Mr. and
Gen. MacArthur's Headquart- tons, an average of three ships the farmer they are
Nelums, Willard Garnett HenVinson, spotMrs. Mack
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son, Raymond James Patterson.
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ings and Loan Insurance Corporation.
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in an attack on the enemy base rective," Admiral Land told the
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and loads of junk
1936—The Associated Press es5. Ownership of Federal Home Loan Bank stock.
a called meeting 8 o'clock Monat Rabaul. It was the fourth President. He also said the 1943
Service,
ing Princeton for steel mills.
day evening, October 5th to constraight day of attack by the directive of 16,000,000 dead- tablishes Wirephoto
6. Approved for the purpose of making FHA m
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fer the Master's degree. Brethren
fortresses on the biggest enemy weight tons "appears reasonably transmitting pictures by
brothers
Navy Gets Eight More
base in the Australian zone. In certain of accomplishment."
take notice. Visiting
gage loans.
Mrs. Arthur Classing left Tueswelcome. Lunch will be served.
previous raids bombers probably
A fiscal agent for the United States Treasury.
7.
Princeton
1704—First American newspa- day for her home in Dexter,
sank an 8,000-ton ship, and scorW. L. Granstaff, Master,
Turning to the Navy to get
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ed direct hits on three medium-, per, The Boston News Letter, es- Missouri, after a visit with
G. W. Towery, Secretary
shot at the Axis, eight Princea
Griffin.
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aunt,
sized ships. Australian forces, tablished at Boston.
ton men weie sworn into the
seagoing forces last week-end at
Louisville. They were James
Catlett, Ray and Roy Green,
Dudley Lynn Brown, Carl ThomRULES OF THE
as Vinson, Charles Milton Phelps,
Hollis Thornton Scott and Carey
was
Wesley Burchett. Catlett
enlisted as seaman first class
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class. Princeton Bluejacket enntakin
creased the last two weeks due
Extra fine in 10 pound visible bags, splendid for cooking, seasoning, or
to Elks' Club civilian recruiting.
1.0 Pound bag 3'
Young men interested should
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apply there.
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Yellow Onions

1942 Caldwell County Farm and Home
Improvement Contest
Sponsored By Princeton Kiwanis Club and Banks

Objectives
(1> To encourage the highest type of constructive agricultural endeavor, which
lends to the furthering of our war efforts and the well-being of our individual
farm families.
(2) To recognize those who are carrying on such outstanding programs in Caldwell County, with the thought that this recognition will encourage all to strive
to achive greater things.
Awards
One $25.00 war bond to the husband and one $25.00 war bond to the wife of
the family selected as most outstanding by the judges of the contest. One of these
bonds will be donated by the First National bank and one by the Farmers National
Bank.
Rules
1. Any farmer and his wife living in Caldwell county who poerate their own
farm, and any tenant farmer and his wife who operate a farm on a rental or
share cropper basis, are eligible to enter this contest or to be nominated for
consideration by committees appointed by the Princeton Kiwanis Club.
The Agricultural Committee of the Kiwanis Club will appoint a committee to nominate from the county at large, a number of farm families to
be considered for the honor. All nominees will be requested to file the same
type of report as those entering the contest.
2. Those who wish to enter the contest may do so by calling at the county
agent's office, at either bank or writing to the Princeton Kiwanis Club. Those
who enter the contest, or who are nominated to compete will be furnished
with material to aid them in preparing a report that will be .called for on October 31.
Reports are to be mailed to the Agricultural Committee of the Kiwanis
Club or turned in at the county agent's office by Saturday, Oct. 31, 1942.
3. The accomplishments of the nominees and entries will be judged on the following basis:
1. 20% for efficient farm management (10% on accomplishments in 1942;
10% on accomplishments over past 5 years.)
2. 20% for soil conservation (10% on accomplishments in 1942; 10% on
accomplishments over past 5 years.)
3. 20% for diversification (10% on accomplishments in 1942; 10% on accomplishments over past 5 years.)
4. 20% for home management and improvement (10% on accomplishments
in 1942-10% on accomplishments over past five years.)
20% for live-at-home. All for 1942 accomplishments.
4. That part of the reports dealing with 1942 will cover the period from January
1, to December 31, 1942. The period from October 31, to December 31, is to be
estimated.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED: A man to milk and
care for a dairy herd of approximately 30 cows. Modern
facilities and good equipment
with which to work. Must be
married, settled, and have good
reputation. Proper pay can be
arranged. Address reply, giving references, to Dairy, care
1-8
Box 529.

lb 19( Brooms
in
Appl
14
Juice
extra
c
Sweet Potatoes
2
Soap
Jewel Shortening
I I V„
Bisc-O-Bits
most ,
3
L
Heinz Soups
2.5 .
Turnip Greens
Flour pkg. 9( 3...25
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Scott County

nice quality J
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I

extra lg.

•
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46-oz. can
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geunaliot: delicious
Nes glold
grim
lb.
fine,

Bayla

cakes

Beauty

FOR RENT: Furnished or unfurnished apartment. Mrs. M.
L. Kinsolving, 316 North Jefltp
ferson street. Phone 449

cracker

s

9(

a most delicious

b u2lb.
o.
lb.

pkg.

VALUE GREEN HEANs

FOR SALE: Modern six-room
house, bath and basement. Also
a two room store building on
same lot. Price $2,000. $400
down with balance financed.
Would consider a late model
car as part payment. Located
near shirt factory. H. E. Hester, Eddyville, Ky. P. 0. Box 93
ltp

No.

J

cut stringless

varieties

McKenzie's

1(
IL2

LOST: Pair of medium tan pigskin ladies' gloves along Main
St., near Fortifiers' Bank. Return to 409 N. Jeffe.rson St. or
Phone 50. Reward.
ltp.
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4 lb. cellophane pkg. cl
1
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all 3
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FOR RENT :One first floor
apartment and one third floor
apartment. Mrs. Laban Kevil.
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Fresh and Cured Meats

FOR SALE: Household
and
kitchen furniture of the estate
of Mrs. F. G. Lester will be
sold at the residence on N.
Jefferson street at 10 o'clock
Monday, Oct. 5. J. B. Lester,
Co-executor.
ltp

PORK CHOPS
center cuts
PORK LOIN ROAST
loin or rib end

FOR SALE: New four-room
house, bath, good outbuildings
and 10 acres of land, 21
2 miles
/
from Princeton on Hopkinsville Road. Tully Choice, Rt. 2,
ltp
Princeton, Ky.

.Y°Ps Puzzled.

lb. 38‘

SMOKED LINK SAUSAGE
pound J5(
all meat

lb. 35(

lb.2k

FRANKFURTERS

Can all your surplus vegetables that the frost has left,
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this winter. More for, your Money all the time.

print more

FOR SALE: Choice registered
rams,
Southdown
yearling
raised by J. M. Dean, Marion.
Deanhill Farm, Phone 42-J,
tf
Fredonia exchange.
FOR SALE: 1 house trailer, good
tires, would make good lunch
wagon;. 1 1935 model Plymouth coach, fair tires, also
stoves, furniture and clothing
of all kinds. J. F. Morgan. tf
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There Are Guns In Your Garrett
Pour It On 'Ern—With Your Junk
There Are Bombs in

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, October 1, 1942

re Wet Cement Buried Workmen
311

City And County
Organize To Get
All Scrap Metal

scrap, Mack Vinson, WPA salvage director, said. In 56 counties where WPA trucks are
picking up farm junk, each vehicle has been averaging 1.8
tons a clay, Mr. Vinson reported.
Caldwell's trucks have been

hauling an average of four tons
a day, he said.
Soon — before bad weather
puts a stop to salvaging—a day
will be designated for a citycounty collection by everybody,
Mr. Gowin said. Shops, stores,

schools and every business where
operation is not vital to war
production wiil clo,s, and owners, operators, employes and
anybody else able to get out
and search for junk will put in
(Please turn to page Four)

Leaders Told Nation
Will Lose War Unless
Steel Mills Are
Kept Running
Realizing failure to keep the
Nation's steel mills supplied
with necessary scrap metal could
mean loss of the war Caldwell's
farm, business, civic, church and
school leaders pledged full sup'port. to the couiity's.
sponsored salvage campaign at a
meeting led by J. L. Bradley,
Providence Enterprise; J. M.
Wynn, Louisville, and C. W.
Gowin, local chairman, here Friday morning.
Mr. Wynn, introduced by Mr.
Bradley who is supervising salvage collection in six counties
including Caldwell, spoke briefly. He complimented Caldwell
for its , already splendidly advanced campaign but asked for
which
with steel reinforcing rods and cement forms, this is the scene of a cave-in
greater efforts toward getting a
•,',u workmen on a construction project in Washington, D. C., Saturday, Sept. 26. At quota of 100 pounds of junk to
—AP Telemat
to insured two seriously.
every man, woman and child in
the county on its way to steel
mills.
He said, "The United States is
National Newspaper W e e k, who would destroy our Freedoms
asked to do in 30 days
is
the
the
being
least
not
which
of
Oct. 1 to Oct. 8, was proclaimed
freedom of speech and of press, what it took Japan and Germany
yesterday by Gov. Keen Johnson.
8 and 11 years to do."
and
The proclamation which follows
"It can be done," he said,
"WHEREAS, our nation's newsin full, also calls attention to the papers have given unstintedly "with cooperation and vigorous
newspaper-sponsored scrap metal of their time and space and ef- effort on the part of every citi• Money To Be
fort that will lead to the final, zen and must be to put Allied
drive, opening Oct. 12.
d In Livestock
"WHEREAS, the newspapers triumphant, and ultimate victory, power where it should be to
win the war".
the United States, of which and
of
s; Caldwell To
Caldwell county, not waiting
"WHEREAS, the nation's newsKentucky newspapers have been
t By New Project an active and integral part, have papers with Kentucky's news- for the campaign to open formahead
mphasis on soil im- ably and continuously demon- papers in the van, are sponsor- ally, October 12, has gone
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32,890
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t and less on special strated their leadership in the ing a nation-wide scrap
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way of life, in the preservation demonstration of their leader'\ A program, designof the Four Freedoms which are ship in this war effort,
, :nore money in liveNOW, THEREFORE, I, as govdear to the hearts of every free
ing areas and to en- citizen of a free country, in the ernor of the Commonwealth of
nservation, will be of courageous leadership in the Kentucky, hereby proclaim Oct.
1 to Oct. 8 as
p to Caldwell county social and economic life of comNATIONAL NEWSPAPER
state, and nation since
munity,
.1 building has been a
WEEK IN KENTUCKY
the founding of the first Colonial
or years, J. F. Graham,
call upon every citizen
"AND
more
and,
1704,
in
newspaper
gent, said Monday.
particularly, since the founding in the atate to join with the
,:y question, he said, of American nationality in 1776, newspapers in celebration of this
week in a suitable manner, and
ains to affect the new and
is whether farmers
"WHEREAS, this leadership to join with the newspapers in
ted trucking facilities has been most evident in the the scrap metal drive to its sucup their conservation trying days of our war effort to cessful and complete end.
KEEN JOHNSON,
If they can. AAA's di- combat the hosts of those who
"Governor, Commonwealth
of payments into soil would destroy the nation and
of Kentucky".
lent channels will re- the people of the nation, and
rofit
program of increasents next year follows
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THE VITAL 10%
You are asked to invest ten
percent of your income in War
Stamps and War Bonds. It isn't
compulsory. It's for your own
benefit, and for that of millions
of your fellow citizens.
If you think 10% is hard to
save, you'll be amazed what
careful planning will do to
make it possible! Buy only
what you need, make certain
of its quality, and that it is
reasonable in price.
Forty years of storekeeping
have taught us a lot about
quality and about thrift: We
know the economical ways of
buying and distributing merchandise, we do a careful,
wasteproof job of storekeeping.
All this will help you save that
extra ten percent for War
Stamps and Bonds,

New Styles For The Fall Season!

WOMEN'S. HATS
Charming chin-lifting styles!
Dressy types with just the
right amount of conservative
!ash . . . sport types with a
ily autumn air!
$1.98
Styled For Your Success

•

DRESSES
$4.98

SAYE FOR YOUR FUTURE
YOU'LL SAVE AMERICA!

Clever designs in one
and
types!
two-piece
Casual or tailored styles
for every occasion. Lovely rayon crepe, alpaca,
or rich rayon-and-wool
mixture. Wonderful new
colors for fall! 12-20.

mprovement

Facts About
under winter Newspapers
the payment

turning
legumes,
$4 an acre instead of $3.
'rvesting winter legume
for letting the crop
"go-down" cover, farmget $3 an acre, corn$1.50 this year.
op-land payment will be
from 70 to 75 cents an

The first American newspapers were "news letters," usually published by postmasters who
had an opportunity to learn

lie is a Chinese musical
lit with 25 strings,
playlucking.

MEN'S SUITS
$24.75

EVERYDAY

Men with an eye to
Townpick
value
Clads! Not only are
they perfect fits and
handsome styles, but
they're built for the
kind of endurance
that pays off in the
end!

FASHIONS!

Dashing sport styles and new
dressy models for leisure occasions!
Lovely Fall Weight

NEW COATS
$16.50
New styles that have been
copied from the best fashions of the year! Swagger
sport tweeds with snap-out
new
linings or dressy
rich
trimfleeces with
mings of fur! 12 to 20.

MEN'S HATS
$2.98
Marathon Fashions!
Snap brims, pinch
fronts, telescopes,
raw and bound
edge models!

Crisply tailored,
in solid colors or:
stripes!

Fashions For School Days!
Boys' Fall

Princeton To Engage
Madisonville Team
Tomorrow Night

Butler High School's Tigers,
still nursing bruises from last
week's disastrous encounter with
Hopkinsville's ferocious felines,
meet thus far unconquered Madisonville maroons tomorrow night
in the Hopkins county stadium.
Madisonville will start 10
lettermen from a strong 1941
team. They ran over Howard of
Nashville Friday night by six
touchdowns. The Hopkins countians have a heavy, fast line and
pit
to
a powerful backfield
against Butler's small, speedy
team.
Princeton wasn't educated well
enough in tank warfare Friday
night to do much with Hopkinsville and was crushed 34-6, after
a game stand. The Hoptown
16
Butler
team outweighed
pounds to the man and had two
full teams of good reserves to
throw in about every quarter.
every
The visitors scored in
combination
a
with
stanza
ground and aerial attack.
Butler scored in the last quarter when fleet Kern broke loose
for 60 yards. The big Christian
United States.
line smothered Taylor, Coleman
Patterson.
and
187—The Baltimore Sun, conewspapers,
other
operating with
Monroe county farmers sowed
establishes a pony express to
more alfalfa this fall, and alfalnews;
of
collection
facilitate the
every
co- fa is now being grown in
one of the first examples of
community.
operative news gathering.

first of news, sent in letters
from other parts of the country.
During the World War I, "underground newspapers" published in Belgium proved one of the
ced noncrop open pas- most important factors in foster40 cents an acre will ing opposition to the German ocinstead of 25 cents.
cupation.
payments will be made
When the first Congress asfading limestone and sembled on March 4, 1789, it felt
the need of a newspaper and ordered establishment of "The Ga1 Mystery
zette of the United States,"
erlock Holmes
earliest of a series of adminisof
Mo. ()—One
trative organs.
Benjamin Franklin's famous
mysteries has Sheriff
, puzzled.
cartoon, "Unite or Die," is said
fellow came along with to be the frist illustration to apwoman and asked the pear with reading matter in
t , place the little lady newspapers. Showing the need
it
overnight. The sheriff for union among the colonies,
Next morning the little appeared in 1754.
t without offering any
Horace Greeley, founder of
1841,
xplanation except that the New York Tribune in
of
"Father
the
called
fellow "was my hus- has been
American Journalism."
newspapers
Many present-day
Robert Hoe invents ro- were started in the nineteenth
tinting press, enabling century as religious organs.
rs to print more copies
There are 51 daily newspapers
the
greater speeds.
issued in tabloid format in
Principal products
of
are teakwood, tin, silver
ileum.

Butler To Oppose
Hopkins Eleven

Best: Town-Clad!

$1.49
SWEATERS

Fall Favorites Everywhere!

MEN'S SLACKS
Smooth weaves! Hard finish
fabrics! Gabardines! For dress

Colors galore
and lots of
styles! Two 1. tones, slipovers, slide•rs, slide-fastened models
— in popular
— fall colors!

SNOW SUITS:
Water-repellent!
Pants lined
with kasha. 2-6

For Women "on the go,"
this Furlough Casual always
smart in Birdseye fleece, all
wool shetland; needle point
tweeds. Many new Printzess
Coats just arrived.
Doris Dodson Junior Dresses in rayon crepe, tweed spun
flannel Nelly Dons-feather
wool, rayon twill and spun
rayon.
Too, we have a
line of accessories
every costume.

JACKETS
Man-tailored in precise lines
you'll like! Rich tweed or
plaid combinations!

CI ea n-lined
pleats or gay
gores in smart
all wool flannel!

Heavy melton
body with
cape leather
trim and raglan sleeves.
Blouse style,
cotton plaid
lining!

All .Wool

Sweaters
$2.98

JACKETS
Grand Values For The

Ideal for sports—for
day! Heavyweight 33 oz. fabric in cossack style -with sports
back and deep pockets!

Bright Plaids Or Tweeds!

7heerful cotton
fashions for the
modern girl! Gay
checks, dots,
stripes, florals.

Slipovers,
cardigans, in
popular "sloppy" type!
Handsome leather

HANDBAG
$1.59
Charming pouch, envelsoi,...,
top-handle styles

Thursday, October
1,1
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An all-day session of the order
ty schools headed by E. F. covered in about six nioci
W. M. U. met with Mrs. Jack frost.
are expected to be upending on the
Blackburn,
Atlantic
the
David Porter says
P'Poole Friday. A nice, lunch
factors making the differ- road conditions. Weather
the
puddle."
Porter S,.
was served and quite a nice sum is "one big
ence between a good turn out Princeton
Miss Sellie Calhoun went to
Implement
the
was collected for missions.
said
Coin
Cowin
Mr.
and failure.
Saturday.
discussed farm
A surprise birthday dinner was Princeton
machin.
rural institutions have voluntion in relation to
given to Mrs. Jettie Davis refans re
teered to help and will carry a
The first practical typewriter
to salvage
cently.
load.
collection. es
heavy
1867 in Milin
invented
was
Mr. Gowin
Mrs. Ruth Holland, Princeton,
The county quota is 1,449,000
announced
Tom Simmons will
attended the W. M. U. and visit- waukee.
pounds and only a small part
handl
ed her mother, Mrs. R. D.
600,000 pounds already scrap holiday in Princeton
Andrew Carnegie started in of the
Judge
Kenady.
Herman Lee Su
will count on the
business at Scotia, gathered here
will direct it in the
Quite a number of our ladies the steel
-sponsored drive.
county
Press
new
attended "Mrs. Miniver" show Pennsylvania.

Cobb News

New War Training
Courses Offered
At U. Of Kentucky

to

troll, Mich.
(By Rachel Turley)
Word was received that Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey McElroy
is a patient in
They had been living with Mr. J. P. Baker who
Gary, Ind., is imin
hospital
a
moved Wednesday to Kuttawa.
proving.
McElroy's sister, Mrs. S. D.
Engineering,
of
A new series
Dodds and Mr. Dodds.
Nearly every member of a
Science, Management War TrainMrs. Manela Yancy, Misses
club in Anderson
homemakers'
eight
including
Courses,
Jane
ing
Gwendil Ordway, Mary
to can 100
trying
is
county
full-time Brown and Geneva Oliver were
two
and
evening
member of her famiper
quarts
courses, will be offered at the in Evansville Saturday.
ly.
Mr. Will Butler, Salem, who
beUniversity of Kentucky,
Wednesday
spent
has been ill,
Grant county has one of the
ginning October 12, according
night with his sister, Mrs. Jerry
best tobacco crops in years, both
to an announcement just issued Barnes.
in quality and yield.
by Dean D. V. Terrell, instituMr. and Mrs. Charlie A. Mctional representative at the Uni- Elroy, of Hodgenville, spent last
versity for the training course week-end with Mr. and Mrs. C.
series.
S. McElroy.
The courses, financed by the
Mrs. Lester Young returned
federal government, will afford home Friday. She had been the
students no expense except for guest of her daughter, Mrs.
books and supplies which may James Pearson, of Picking, Ill.
be needed for their own use
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilson
and although they carry no col- and son, Billy, of Princeton,
lege credit, certificates will be were dinner guests Sunday of
offered to those who success- Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilson.
fully complete the work.
Mrs. Adrian Faught and childAll classes are limited in size, ren, Norman Lee, Frank, James
therefore interested persons may and Edward were. in Eddyville
enroll at once with"Dean Terrell, Sunday afternoon.
...4ariavided they qualify.
Mr. and - Mrs-.--Lawton CampThe eight night courses will bell and children spent Suninclude "'Cost Accounting,", "En- day with Mrs. Campbell's pargineering Drawing," "Industrial ents, Mr. and Mrs. Kell SulliLabor
and
Labor Problems
van of Enon.
Engineering
Law," "Advanced
Miss Mable Harris spent last
Drawing," "Personnel Adminis- weekend with her parents, Mr.
tration," "Office Management," and Mrs. Everett Harris.
"Industrial Safety Engineering,"
has
Mr. John Baker, who
and "General Sanitation." All been ill for some time, is unimexcept "Industrial Safety Engin- proved.
Invest now in a good winter coat! Beautifully tailored
eering" will meet two nights
Mr. Billie Sherrill, his mother
weekly, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
and aunt, Mrs. Lucas, expect to
of long-wearing quality fabrics ---these coats are heaped
over a twelve-week period. The
move to their home in town
other course will meet two
purchased recently.
nights weekly for. three hours,
with rich furs used the newest, most fashionable ways.
Mrs. Bill Tabor and daughter,
period
a
for
seven to ten p. m.,
Tabor's
Mrs.
Dorris Jean, and
of sixteen weeks. They will all
All will give you years of smart, satisfactory wear. Choose
grandmother, Mrs. Peek, have
level.
college
the
on
taught
be
Betty
Mrs.
with
taken rooms
Two full-time courses will alyours the first thing Saturdqy morning.
Bennett.
so be offered, "Machine Shop
Dinner guest Sunday of Mrs.
Testing and Inspection," to beJerry Barnes were Mrs. J. D.
gin the week of Oct. 12, and
Wylie, Mrs. Alvie Babb, Mrs.
'Aircraft Power Plant EnginFannie Baker, Misses Margaret
eering." They are non-aredit
Wylie and Josie Marie Babb,
courses, to run ten weeks, 44
all of Princeton.
hours per week, from eight a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge
to five p. m. daily and from
were dinner guests Sunday of
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Fur Trimmed Coats $19.95 to $89
Untrimmed Coats $10.95 to $49.95

Fairview News

Service Insurance
Agency

$4.95 to $27.95

1900—The Associated Press incorporates as the world's only
non-profit, cooperative news-gathering organization.

$1.00 to $7.95
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

(Plus tax)
At the right is the Roadster
casual, by Rythm Step.
Choice of fawn bayou alligator, or black alligator.
Wedge heel.

You'll Want A DICKEY
Crisp, pique flattery, as smart and cute on a
campus sweater as on a town dress. All pieces
exquisitely made of broadcloth and sharkskin.
White and colors.

On Every Gallon of Gas or Kerosene
At the left is a Spectator
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trimmed in brown alligator.
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are
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Features
bumped toe and extension
sole.

At Cornick's
2c
/
Commercial Gas (white)
161
2c
/
171
Regular Gas (first)
Ethyl Gas
18.6c
Really Good Kerosene......
• 8c
13c
Pen Croyn Oil
In your container, gal. 50c
Two Gallon Can $1.10

$1.00 and $1.25
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mesh stockings in flattering fall shades.

Try our service today.

Bob Williams, Mgr.
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, When you purchase our gasoline, ask for coupons
which entitle you to our many premiums.
We are also equipped to wash and polish your ear.
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